CIVENEX is the Premier Local Government and Public Infrastructure Industry expo, where industry and Government meet. Their exhibitors and attendees are able to take advantage of the many networking lounges available. CIVENEX focuses on bringing both exhibitors and key decision makers within the Public Works Infrastructure and Local Government Industry together, where they might not otherwise engage.

With the current infrastructure delivery boom that we are seeing across New South Wales, now is the perfect time to get your business in front of leading professionals within the industry. If you seek to develop business relationships, gather relevant leads, showcase your latest products and services, then CIVENEX is the perfect place for you to exhibit.

CIVENEX gathers local councils and government engineers, technicians, public works directors, operations managers, asset and design managers, contractors and many other industry professionals to an expo setting, now undercover, to showcase new and innovative products, services and businesses.

Previous shows have been very well attended whilst providing an excellent opportunity to facilitate a discussion surrounding Engineering and Public Works in New South Wales.

The institute of Public Works is an association of engineers stretching across Australia and New Zealand who build and maintain billions of dollars of public infrastructure.

Although the institute is relatively small in numbers, the skills and activities of its members touches the lives of tens of millions of people every day. From building footpaths, bridges, railways, wharves and roads, to the development of water and sewer systems, recreational spaces, sporting facilities and waste management. IPWEA's 4000 members, play an often understated, but absolutely vital role in almost every community across the Nation. As the peak association for professionals who deliver public infrastructure, IPWEA provides the a broad range of member services and industry-specific advocacy.

To ensure engineering practitioners maintain the high levels of competency demanded by the community, IPWEA provides professional development courses, conferences, technical journals and
establishes formal technical committees to respond to government enquiries. Networking with local and nationwide colleagues is also an important forum for IPWEA members to share construction knowledge and experiences and this is where conferences, congresses, workshops and CIVENEX comes in.

If you are looking to take advantage of the fantastic opportunity to exhibit at CIVENEX presented by IPWEANSW, please get in touch with CIVENEX and they will look forward to working with you to secure you a booth at the show. Spaces are quickly becoming limited so get in touch ASAP!

CIVENEX is a free to attend event, if as a professional, you want to experience the latest technology and innovation in Construction, Plant and Equipment, Asset Management, Design, Public Works and Infrastructure services, mark March 19th and 20th, 2020 in your calendar! You can register at www.civenex.com for your free ticket.

To round up, CIVENEX 2020 will feature 300+ Speakers, 350+ Exhibitors, eight Conference Streams, Multiple networking sessions including Women in Construction, Reconciliation in Construction, St Patrick’s Irish Bar and Café, Australian, Outback BBQ and Engineering Hub. Plus lots of entertainment and celebrity guests.

With a forecast of 25,000 attendees made up of key decision makers, CIVENEX is the only place to be on March 19 and 20, 2020! We welcome you and appreciate your continued support of Local Government and Public Works Infrastructure. We look forward to another successful show in 2020.

To secure your 2020 booth contact Louise Taplin, CIVENEX Sales and Marketing Manager on 0488 015 534 or louise.taplin@ipweansw.org